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Executive Summary 

D6.1 presents the first version of the project’s publicity material that will be used to 
disseminate its goal and objectives to the wider public. This material consists of the project 
web-site, poster and leaflet, as well as the project’s social media accounts. In this report we 
present the content that has been generated for this purpose and motivate our design and 
content choices. 
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Abbreviations and Acronyms 

DoA Description of Action 

H2020 Horizon 2020 – The EU Framework Programme for Research and 
Innovation 
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1 Introduction  

In ENVISAGE’s DoA [1] we have specified a number of dissemination instruments for 
addressing the different target groups and aligning with the intended dissemination 
directions. The goal of this deliverable is to present the first version of these instruments 
titled as Project Communication Kit. The material included in the communication kit is 
primarily aligned with the direction of raising awareness about the project and primarily 
addresses the general public. More specifically, the content of this deliverable consists of 
information about the website, printed material in the form of a poster, a leaflet and a 
factsheet, as well as information about the project’s social media accounts. In the remaining 
of this deliverable we will present the constituent parts of the communication kit using 
screenshots together with a brief description motivating our design and content choices. 
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2 Website 

ENVISAGE website [2] http://www.envisage-h2020.eu/ has been designed to serve as the 
project’s main communication channel towards the target groups identified in the 
dissemination plan of the DoA [1]. The project’s website has been structured in the following 
sections: 

Home: The initial page that welcomes the visitor and conveys the project’s basic messages. 
This is essentially the landing page that consists of three parts: a) a carousel featuring 
promotional images conveying the basic messages of ENVISAGE, b) a “Latest News” section 
that highlights a stream of latest news, and c) an enriched footer acknowledging the 
contribution of H2020 funding program and pointing to the projects wiki and social media 
accounts. 

 

Figure 1: ENVISAGE’s website – HOME section  

 

The Project: This section is used to provide the technical details of the project, in terms of its 
objectives, envisaged research and development activities and work-plan. This section in 
organized in the following sub-sections: 

- Abstract: Contains a short description of the project. 
- Concept: Outlines the project goal also featuring a conceptual diagram. 
- Objectives: Features an overview of the project objectives along with their activities. 
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- Structure: Outlines the work packages and provides the related activities as envisaged in 
the DoA [1]. 

- Consortium: Offers the technical background of every partner, its responsibilities and 
expertise. 

  

  

Figure 2: ENVISAGE’s website – The Project Section – Technical information about the 
project 

 

Results: This section will be used to provide access to the project’s outcomes. In particular, 
this section will be structured in the following way:   

- Deliverables: This page hosts the public deliverables that will be uploaded upon their 
completion. 
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- Publications: In this page reside all the publications that will be acknowledged to 
ENVISAGE. 

- Software: Any software related to the project will be available in this page for download. 
- Datasets: Any datasets generated by the project will be available for download from this 

page. 

 

Figure 3: ENVISAGE’s Project – Results section providing access to the project’s outcome 
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Virtual Labs: this is a section that is dedicated to the virtual labs created in the context of the 
ENVISAGE project. These are the result of enhancing conventional labs by making them 3D 
and, most importantly, by adding tracking capabilities that are used to monitor the 
user/student activity when practicing using these labs. In this section, information for each 
one of these virtual labs is provided, e.g., scientific field, experiments, the lab’s pedagogical 
plan and objectives. 

News: A blog-like news section that incorporates post about the project activities, 
developments and other topics of interest. 

 

 

Figure 4: ENVISAGE’s website – Section providing the project news 
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3 Poster 

ENVISAGE’s poster [3] (see Figure 5) contains information about the project’s concept, 
objectives, partners and contact information. At the top resides the logo and acronym of the 
project that in conjunction with a white background with geometric details, make the poster 
stands out from a distance and be easily recognizable. The different sections are 
distinguishable using a card layout. The first card includes a short description of the project 
that gives the observer a quick understanding of the project as a whole. Two cards follow 
that feature information about the concept and the project objectives respectively. There is 
also a conceptual diagram that visualizes the flow of the project, so as for the observer to 
quickly grasp its key points. The following card includes information about the process of 
transforming a conventional lab to an enhanced virtual lab using the ENVISAGE tools. Finally 
the contact information of the project’s coordinator is placed at the bottom of the poster. 
This poster will be primarily used as printed material for various types of events, such as 
conferences, clustering activities, networking events, etc. 

 

Figure 5: ENVISAGE’s Poster presenting basic information about the project 
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4 Leaflet 

ENVISAGE’s leaflet [4] (see Figure 6) features core information about the concept, objectives 
and use cases of the project, without the complex technical details of the Work Packages. 
It’s an easy to read primer allowing the reader to easily understand what the project really 
is.  

The structure of this leaflet offers the observer an intuitive way to learn about the project. 
At first, the abstract section gives information about the full scope of the project.  
Subsequently the concept and objectives of the project are outlined. Special emphasis is 
given to the Concept section. Finally, the consortium is presented along with the contact 
information of the coordinator.  

This leaflet will be used exclusively as printed material on networking and clustering events, 
and will be distributed to relevant organizations (e.g., education related stakeholders) that 
can be interested in ENVISAGE’s technologies.   
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Figure 6: ENVISAGE’s leaflet – Providing technical information about the project’s concept 
and objectives. 
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5 Social media 

ENVISAGE’s goal is to make extensive use of the capabilities offered by social networks to 
disseminate its achievements and reach a wide audience. For this purpose a number of 
social media accounts have been already generated and linked through the projects website. 

Generated social media accounts: 

Facebook URL: https://www.facebook.com/envisageh2020 

 

 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/envisageh2020
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Twitter handle: @envisageh2020 

Twitter URL: https://twitter.com/envisageh2020 

 

  

https://twitter.com/envisageh2020
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Google+ URL: https://plus.google.com/u/0/103682291163518300414 

 

  

https://plus.google.com/u/0/103682291163518300414
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LinkedIn URL: https://gr.linkedin.com/in/ENVISAGE 

 

 

 

  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/envisage-project-056807139/
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The social media accounts will be used frequently during the project’s lifespan, to inform 
people about important or incremental updates. Also significant developments in related 
fields will be referenced through these accounts to further enhance the project’s reach. 

Social media posts can be created for example when a member of the consortium will attend 
a project related meeting or convention, or when a deliverable or software is available on 
the website.  

As a side note, when creating a new entry on the website, the aforementioned social media 
accounts are automatically populated with a small description and a link to this entry, to 
further spread project exposure on the internet.  

It is advisable to use a hashtag along with every social media post, so as to group related 
content together and make the search functionality easier. The suggested hashtag is noted 
below. 

Hashtag: #ENVISAGE_eu 
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6 Summary 

This document features material for disseminating ENVISAGE objectives and goals to 
different target groups, as well as for facilitating its communication activities. In particular, 
this deliverable reports on the project website, poster, leaflet and factsheet, as well as the 
project’s social media accounts (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and LinkedIn). A set of 
screenshots accompany every section of the deliverable to add more depth to the 
information provided about the dissemination material. Moreover, we have made sure to 
explain our motivation for organizing the content into the presented form by providing brief 
descriptions on our design and content choices. 
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